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KEY

Positive

Positive/neutral

Neutral Up from last quarter

Neutral/negative No change

Negative Down from last quarter

Equities

UK Preference for small to mid-cap equities, due to greater domestic orientation and lower commodity exposure.

European Scope for earnings growth to improve as the economic cycle gains momentum.

North American Retain preference for domestically orientated companies to reduce impact of US dollar strength and commodity weakness.

Japanese Economic weakness is being offset by the potential for corporate reform and improvement in earnings.

Asia Pacific Proximity to China’s slowdown offset by the commodity price reduction which is benefiting manufacturers.

Emerging markets Improving valuations outweighed by vulnerability to ongoing commodity weakness.

Fixed income

Government bonds Domestic strength in the US and UK makes us more confident that yields will rise.

Investment grade Corporate spreads have widened but we retain a preference for shorter duration bonds.

High yield Spreads have widened but liquidity and energy sector refinancing risks remain.

Alternatives

Absolute: equity Greater dispersion should provide greater opportunities but increased volatility will be challenging in the shorter term.

Absolute:  
fixed income

Illiquidity a challenge to fixed income absolute strategies.

Absolute: macro Ultimately, increasing divergence should provide opportunities but increased volatility makes near term more challenging.

Commercial 
property (UK)

Prospects are favourable but significant capital gains seen in the last few years are unlikely to be repeated.

Precious metals Tactically, gold may offer insurance as a hedge against volatility but may struggle longer term as yields and rates rise.

Industrial metals Given the supply/demand dynamics relating to industrial metals, it is difficult to see significant upward moves in commodity prices.

Energy Given the supply/demand dynamics relating to energy, it is difficult to see significant upward moves in commodity prices.

Currency vs. £

US$ We are neutral on the US dollar versus sterling given the parallel developments in the economies.

€
No strong views expressed although the euro has the potential to appreciate versus the US dollar due to acceleration in  
eurozone growth.

¥ We do not expect significant further depreciation, despite the possibility of further policy easing.

Asian currencies
Recent depreciation in the Chinese yuan has been very modest when compared to the real appreciation that preceded this,  
but we do not expect the authorities to follow a policy of aggressive depreciation.

Source: Cazenove Capital Management, at 30th September 2015. The value of an investment and the income from it may go down as well as up and investors may not get 
back the amount originally invested.


